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Humour (British English), also known as humor (American English; see spelling differences) is the tendency
of experiences to provoke laughter and provide amusement.The term derives from the humoral medicine of
the ancient Greeks, which taught that the balance of fluids in the human body, known as humours (Latin:
humor, "body fluid"), controlled human health and emotion.
Humour - Wikipedia
Humorous Phases of Funny Faces is a 1906 short silent animated cartoon directed by James Stuart Blackton
and generally regarded by film historians as the first animated film recorded on standard picture film.
Humorous Phases of Funny Faces - Wikipedia
Features of Funny Photo Maker. Funny Photo Maker is a handy free photo editor that includes lots of useful
features. Using this free photo editor, you can fast DIY your own photos with amazing photo effects.
Features of Funny Photo Maker
1# Free Logo Creator Online. You can Create your own Logo Online in 3 steps! Choose from 1# Quality
Logos. Make your own Logo 100% Free!
1# Free Logo Creator Online | Make you own Logo 100% FREE
Home of Warner Bros. Movies, TV Shows and Video Games including Harry Potter, DC Comics and more!
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